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Abstract: An integral sliding mode control (ISMC) based on game-theoretic approach to effectuate the
satisfactory performance under the large perturbations/strong nonlinearities is presented for UPS inverters.
This proposed methodology provides a modified construction compared with the conventional SMC. The
integral compensator is employed to eliminate the steady-state error for small error circumstance. The
game-theoretic approach is introduced to design the proper sliding surface so that the system stability and
speedy response can be gained. The combined methodology of the ISMC and game-theoretic approach can
be well used in UPS inverter to carry out a high reliable performance, even under hard transient and
steady-state conditions, such as sudden load changes and rectifier loads. An experimental exploration is given
to support the theoretical considerations and simulation results.
Key words: Integral sliding mode control (ISMC), steady-state error, game-theoretic approach, speedy
response, UPS inverter.

1. Introduction
Uninterruptible power supplies (UPS’s) have been throughout used for the defense of sensitive loading,
such as air traffic control systems, telecommunication centers and life support equipment in hospitals,
against utility power failures. The competence of guaranteeing a low distorted output-voltage and fast
transience in face of nonlinear loads (especially diode rectifiers with capacitive filter) and sudden load
changes must be achieved [1]-[3]. In most applications, proportional-integral (PI) control can work well
under linear load circumstances. However, the stable and reliable performance cannot be obtained while the
plant is applied to fluctuating load perturbations [4], [5]. Numerous control means can be seen in research
publications, such as dead-beat control, repetitive control, and H-infinity control [6]-[9]. Though the good
results of these methods have been shown, it is difficult to attain both low total harmonic distortion (THD) of
the output-voltage and the fast transient response. Proposed in 1950s, sliding mode control (SMC) is a robust
technique for governing nonlinear system with uncertainties, that is to say, the property of a SMC has the
insensitivity to internal parameter variations and external load perturbations [10]-[13]. The action of the
SMC system can be depicted as follows: The trajectory of the state error is forced towards the predetermined
sliding surface, and once the trajectory behaviour hits the sliding surface, it not only slides along the sliding
surface to the equilibrium point but is independent of parametric uncertainties and external perturbations
[14]-[16]. The sliding mode controlled UPS inverters are also reported in the literature [17]-[22]. A fixed
switching frequency sliding mode is represented for single-phase inverters; the control design uses an
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orthodox sliding surface, producing the distortion of the output-voltage under nonlinear loads [17]. To regain
the lost system dynamics of the grid-connected voltage source inverter, a multiple resonant object-based
sliding surface is designed. The performance in steady-state and transience is improved, but this method is
time-consuming calculation [18]. The modified SMC with the repression of the uncertain perturbation is
proposed for voltage regulation in microgrids, however the hardware design is sophisticated and there is
unwanted chatter problem [19]. In the case of trajectory tracking systems, the invariant properties
represented by orthodox SMC are hold only during the sliding phase; the internal parameter
variations/external load perturbations may influence the tracking behaviour in the reaching phase. Previous
reports have attempted to accelerate the reaching time and reduce the tracking error. The reaching time can
be shortened by using the observer methodology, but such way employs an orthodox reduced-order design,
leading to large chatter which is undesirable in dynamic systems [20]. A time-varying sliding surface
presented by a limitation with zero errors in the initial circumstances for the sake of lessening the reaching
phase has been applied to the nonlinear system. Nevertheless, it does not satisfy the general condition
because the initial circumstances may be arbitrarily appointed in the actual system [21]. The indirect sliding
mode scheme is developed for the control of grid-connected power converters. Although this scheme
provides the system state converged to the sliding surface within a short time, the phenomenon of the
chattering around sliding surface occurs [22]. As above remarked [17]-[22], their ability in the low
output-voltage distortion and a fast dynamic response can be manifested. But, if the system is exposed to
large perturbations/rigorous nonlinearities, the orthodox sliding mode controlled system has to be modified
otherwise the inexact tracking behaviour may exist. Integral compensator for eliminating the steady-state
error can be utilized when subjected to large disturbances. The coalition of integral compensator and SMC,
known as integral sliding mode control (ISMC) is therefore presented to achieve the steady-state accuracy
and strong robustness [23], [24]. Furthermore, an appropriate design to the sliding surface of the ISMC by
using game-theoretic approach is introduced. The game-theoretic approach is proposed from approximately
1950. It can be viewed as the investigation of pursuit-evasion between two objectives movement according
to simple kinematic laws [25]-[27]. For example, we can appoint that the control strategy stands for the
pursuit and the perturbation signifies the evasion. The design of the sliding surface will deal properly with
the state energy during the sliding process that is minimized [28]-[30]. Hence, this control methodology can
be applied to control an UPS system in which the control law is implemented on a Texas Instruments DSP and
has shown the efficacy of low output-voltage distortion, good voltage regulation and insensitive to the load
perturbation even under rectified loading. The beginning of this paper illustrates the dynamic model of the
UPS inverter. Next, integral sliding mode control based on game-theoretic approach is derived. Both
simulation and experimental results are finally displayed to substantiate the transient and steady-state
performance of the proposed methodology.

2. Dynamic Modeling of the UPS Inverter
Fig. 1 depicts a generally used UPS inverter, which is composed of an LC filter and switching component
with IGBT transistors. The load can be any types: resistance, inductance, capacitor, nonlinear, etc. These loads
can be applied to test the performance of the UPS inverter, and the output-voltage is designed to produce 110
Vrms with 60 Hz frequency.
Using the KVL and KCL, the dynamic equations of the UPS inverter can be stated as
L

diL
 vo  K pwvcon
dt
iL  C

dvo vo

dt
R
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where K pw  Vs vˆtr is the equivalent gain of the inverter, Vs stands for the DC supply voltage, v̂tr
represents the amplitude of the triangular wave, and vcon symbols the control signal.
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Fig. 1. UPS inverter and its controller.
From (1) and (2), the differential equation can be formulated as
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Practically, the load is not a pure resistance and it is uncertainty and nonlinearity. We can define the
following relationship:
, Rr  R and ΔRn  0
 Pure resistance
Loadconditions 
Unknownloading , Rr  R  ΔRn and ΔRn  0

(5)

For the unknown loading with resistance Rr and uncertainty Rn , the plant model of the UPS inverter
can be rewritten as
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 A p x p  B p u  Ae xe  Be v

(6)

where x  x p  xe ， A  Ap  Ae ， B  B p  Be ， vcon  u  v .
Owing to the perturbation Rn is uncertain, the game-theoretic design can be adopted to make the
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controlled UPS inverter withstand the load uncertainty while preserving low distorted output-voltage and
achieving good transient and steady-state performance.

3. Controller Design
The real UPS inverter system can be restated as
x p  Ap (t ) x p  B p (t )u

(7)

xe  Ae (t ) xe  Be (t )v

(8)

where x p , xe are the states of the pursuer and evader, u , v represent the controls of the pursuer and
evader, and A p , Ae stand for the matrices, respectively. The distance between pursuer and evader can be
2

, where  is a positive definite matrix.
 T
The integral sliding surface can be chosen as

written as x p  xe



new
z (t )   ( x new
p (t )  xe (t ))

(9)

new indicate the new variables of the pursuer and evader.
where x new
p , xe

If there is a performance index J and it can be transformed into a Hamiltonian function H , the
strategic requirement of the pursuer and evader yields
H H

0
u
v

(10)

2H
2H
 Rp  0 ,
  Re  0
u 2
v 2

(11)

Also, the (11) has to hold as follows:

where R p and Re are constants. Therefore, u ensures J minimum, and v makes J maximum.

4. Simulation and Experimental Results
The simulation and experimental proof of the proposed methodology are performed on a UPS inverter
with the specifications displayed in Table 1.
Table 1. System Parameters
DC voltage

200 V

Filter capacitor

2.5 μF

Filter inductor

0.2 mH

Switching frequency

18 kHz

Output voltage and frequency

110 Vrms, 60 Hz

4.1. Simulation Results
Simulations are carried out using the Matlab/Simulink software. Fig. 2(a) show the transient response of
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the simulated output-voltage under step change in load from no-load to R=12Ω. The satisfactory transience can
be seen, i.e., the instantaneous output-voltage sag is small and there is a fast recovery time. Fig. 2(b) shows the
simulated output-voltage under when the nonlinear load is a diode bridge rectifier with a capacitor filter
(120μF) and a parallel resistor (25Ω). It can be explored that the output-voltage is little affected by the load
perturbation; the steady-state response of the UPS inverter shows an almost sinusoidal waveform. The
computed %THD equals 1.01%, and the amplitude of the output-voltage is close to 110Vrms, respectively.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. Output-voltage waveforms of the proposed UPS inverter under (a) turn-on of a resistive load. (b)
rectifier load.

4.2. Experimental Results
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Fig. 3. Hardware construction.
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To confirm the effectiveness of the proposed methodology, a laboratory prototype with
TMS320F28335-based digital controller has been designed and implemented. The realization of the
hardware construction is displayed as Fig. 3. Four optical couples (PC923) are used to ensure isolation
between the control and power circuits. The power IGBT transistors are employed as switching components.
The voltage sensor used is AD202 isolation amplifier. The experiments for UPS inverter under various
circumstances are performed to illustrate good performance of the proposed methodology. Fig. 4(a) shows
the experimental output-voltage of the proposed methodology under full-load circumstance (R=12Ω). The
output-voltage is nearly sine wave with negligible distortion. Additionally, the experimental output-voltage of
the proposed UPS inverter under sudden load change form no-load to full-load is represented in the Fig. 4(b).
We can find that the proposed UPS inverter has small output-voltage sag with fast retrieval.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 4. Output-voltage waveforms of the proposed UPS inverter (a) full load. (b) sudden load change from no
load to full load.

5. Conclusion
The SMC provides strong robustness to internal parameter variations and external load perturbations. The
integral compensation can be introduced into the SMC to eliminate the steady-state error. By combining the
integral compensation and SMC, the control law of the ISMC yields. In addition, the game-theoretic approach
is applied in ISMC to design the proper sliding surface in the presence of the uncertain perturbations. With
this proposed methodology, the UPS inverter under linear loading and nonlinear loading can achieve the
more robust performance. The theoretical analysis has been provided, and the simulated and experimental
results are also given to demonstrate the proposed UPS inverter.
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